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This unique pirouette bar system is designed to teach gymnasts how to complete a pirouette in a handstand. 
First, we break the pirouette down in to 1/8 turns. If a gymnast cannot keep the proper shape in a 1/8 turn they 
will have a very difficult time keeping the proper body position in a 1/2 turn. Second, we teach the gymnast how 
to feel all their weight on their post arm (the arm they turn on) throughout the pirouette, which allows them to 
complete the turn in a handstand.

By working the pirouette in smaller sections the gymnast can perfect their technique and form while slowly 
building to the complete turn to finish in a handstand. By working on the “tilted handstand” concept (all weight on 
the post arm) the gymnast learns to feel what a proper pirouette feels like that will finish in a handstand.

After enough practice in each position you should be able to remove the raised bar and have your gymnasts 
perform an excellent pirouette completing the pirouette in a handstand.

(Main Bar) (Raised Bar)



Tilted Handstand Balance

1. Set the raised bar in the 1/4 position. Start sideways to the 
bars with your post arm (the arm you turn on) toward the 
main bar. Your non-pirouette hand will go on the raised bar.

2. Kick up to a handstand and balance in a tilted handstand (hold TWO to FIVE seconds) keeping your body 
perfectly straight over your post arm. All your weight will be on your post arm as you use the other hand to 
help you balance. Press your ear into your post arm. DO NOT pike in your hips or have a side angle in your 
shoulder.

3. Step down in control.

Post arm

Place the hand you will turn on 
in the center of the bar between 
the two support rods.

1/4 Position
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Tilted Handstand 1/4 Pirouette Fall

1. Set the raised bar in the 1/4 position. Start 
sideways to the bars with your post arm (the arm 
you turn on) toward the main bar. Your 
non-pirouette hand will go on the raised bar. Be 
certain to have an 8” safety mat to land on.

2. Kick up to a handstand and balance in a tilted handstand (hold 
TWO seconds) keeping your body perfectly straight over your 
post arm. All your weight will be on your post arm as you use the 
other hand to help you balance. DO NOT pike in your hips.

3. Push on your post arm (as if your are growing taller) 
as you pirouette to the main bar. Keep your ear pressed 
against the post arm and keep your body straight.

4. Fall to your back staying perfectly straight, keeping 
your head neutral. When you land on the mat every part 
of your body should hit the mat at the same time.

Place the hand you will turn on 
in the center of the bar between 
the two support rods.

1/4 Position
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Tilted 1/4 Handstand Against The Wall

1. Place the Forster Pirouette Bars 
close to the wall but far enough 
away the gymnast will be in a tilted 
handstand in the 1/4 turn position. 
Cartwheel up to a handstand with 
your stomach facing the wall. Hold a 
perfectly straight position.

2. Keep your feet against the wall 
and your body straight as you pick 
up your hand to begin the 1/4 turn.
TIP: At the same moment you turn 
your hand you begin turning your 
entire body to initiate the pirouette 
at this point. DO NOT just turn your 
hand.

3. Keep your body straight, your feet 
against the wall and press your ear 
against the arm you are posting on to 
turn.

4. This is the “tilted handstand” you 
should hold for TWO seconds. You 
should feel all your weight on your 
post arm (the arm you turn on) while 
staying perfectly straight - DO NOT 
sag in your back or pike in your hips. 

5. Press your ear against your 
post arm and push down as you 
reach to complete the pirouette. 
It is important to PUSH to turn - 
NOT PULL to turn. Keep your 
feet against the wall to help you 
balance while pushing on your 
post arm.

6. Complete the turn. Stay perfectly 
straight. The only part of your body to 
touch the wall is your feet. DO NOT sag 
your shoulders against the wall. Keep 
your head neutral and “peek” at the bar 
with your eyes as you keep your ears 
hidden between your arms.

Place your pirouette hand in 
the center between the 
support rods.
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Forward 1/8 Pirouette Step Down

1. Set the raised bar in the 1/8 position. Stand on 
the safety mat facing the bars and kick to a 
handstand on the main bar.

2. Balance for a moment in a straight handstand.

3. Maintain a straight handstand as you pick up your 
hand to begin the 1/8 turn. Place the hand you are 
pirouetting on in the center of the main bar between 
the two support rods.

4. Balance in a tilted handstand for TWO seconds 
keeping your body perfectly straight over your post arm.

5. Step down in control.

Place your hands on either 
side of the support rods as 
close as you can to them.

Place your pirouette hand in 
the center between the 
support rods.

1/8 Position
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Forward 1/4 Pirouette Step Down

1. Set the raised bar in the 1/4 position. Stand on 
the safety mat facing the bars and kick to a 
handstand on the main bar.

2. Balance for a moment in a straight handstand.

3. Maintain a straight handstand as you pick up your 
hand to begin the 1/4 turn. Place your pirouette hand 
in the center of the main bar between the support 
rods.

4. Balance in a tilted handstand for TWO seconds 
keeping your body perfectly straight over your post arm.

5. Step down in control.

Place your pirouette hand in 
the center between the 
support rods.

Place your hands on either 
side of the support rods as 
close as you can to them.

1/4 Position
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Forward 1/4  - 1/4  Fall

1. Set the raised bar in the 1/4 position. Stand on 
the safety mat facing the bars and kick to a 
handstand on the main bar.

2. Balance for a moment in a straight handstand.

3. Maintain a straight handstand as you pick up your 
hand to begin the 1/4 turn. Place your pirouette hand 
in the center of the main bar between the two support 
rods.

4. Balance in a tilted handstand for ONE second keeping 
your body perfectly straight over your post arm.

5. Push on your post arm (as if your are growing taller) 
as you pirouette to the main bar. Keep your ear pressed 
against the post arm and keep your body straight.

4. Fall to your back staying perfectly straight keeping 
your head neutral. When you land on the mat every part 
of your body should hit the mat at the same time.

Place your hands on either 
side of the support rods as 
close as you can to them.

1/4 Position
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Straight to Tilted 1/4 Handstand Against The Wall

1. Place the Forster Pirouette Bars 
close to the wall but far enough 
away you can balance in a straight 
handstand without the wall.

Using one foot against the wall for 
balance set yourself in a perfectly 
straight handstand.

2. Take your foot off the wall and 
bring your legs together for a 
perfectly straight handstand.

3. Initiate your 1/4 turn and drop your 
feet back to the wall.

4. Pass through the “tilted handstand” 
without stopping. You should feel all 
your weight on your post arm (the arm 
you turn on) while staying perfectly 
straight - DO NOT sag in your back or 
pike in your hips. 

5. Press your ear against your 
post arm and push down as you 
reach to complete the pirouette. 
It is important to PUSH to turn - 
DO NOT PULL to turn. Keep 
your feet against the wall while 
pushing on your post arm.

6. Complete the turn. Stay perfectly 
straight. The only part of your body to 
touch the wall is your feet. DO NOT sag 
your shoulders against the wall. Keep 
your head neutral and “peek” at the bar 
with your eyes as you keep your ears 
hidden between your arms.

Place your handstands on 
either side of the support rods 
as close as you can to them.

Place your pirouette hand in 
the center between the 
support rods.
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Forward 1/2 Pirouette to Fall

1. Stand on the safety mat facing the bar and kick 
to a handstand.

2. Balance for a moment in a straight handstand.

3. Maintain a straight handstand as you pick up your 
hand to begin the 1/4 turn.

4. Push on your post arm (as if your are growing taller) 
as you pirouette to the main bar. Keep your ear pressed 
against the post arm and keep your body straight as 
move to a tilted handstand.

5. Fall to your back staying perfectly straight, keeping 
your head neutral. When you land on the mat every part 
of your body should hit the mat at the same time.

1/2 Position
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Backward 1/8 Pirouette Against the Wall

1. Set the raised bar in the 1/8 position. Stand 
facing the bars and kick to a handstand on the 
main bar.

2. Balance for a moment in a straight handstand 
against the wall.

3. Change your shape to a hollow handstand as you 
pick up your hand to begin the backward 1/8 turn. 
TIP: Begin your turn in a hollow shape. Think of the 
turn starting from your feet. It is essential that your 
toes lead this turn  - DO NOT arch before or during 
the turn!

4. Pause in a tilted handstand momentarily while 
keeping your hollow body handstand shape over your 
post arm.

5. Step down in control.

The backward pirouette is typically performed on the arm you Blind change 
on. If you have not worked a Blind change yet then pick the opposite arm 
you forward pirouette on.

Place your hands on either 
side of the support rods as 
close as you can to them.

Place your hands on either 
side of the support rods as 
close as you can to them.

1/8 Position
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Backward 1/8 Pirouette Step Down

1. Set the raised bar in the 1/8 position. Stand 
facing the bars and kick to a handstand on the 
main bar.

2. Balance for a moment in a straight handstand.

3. Change your shape to a hollow handstand as you 
pick up your hand to begin the backward 1/8 turn. 
TIP: Begin your turn in a hollow shape. Think of the 
turn starting from your feet. It is essential that your 
toes lead this turn  - DO NOT arch before or during 
the turn!

4. Pause in a tilted handstand momentarily while 
keeping your hollow body handstand shape over your 
post arm.

5. Step down in control.

The backward pirouette is typically performed on the arm you 
Blind change on. If you have not worked a Blind change yet then 
pick the opposite arm you forward pirouette on.
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Backward 1/4 - 1/4 Pirouette Against the Wall

1. Set the raised bar in the 1/4 position. Stand 
facing the wall and kick to a handstand on the 
main bar.

2. Balance for a moment in a straight handstand 
against the wall.

3. Change your shape to a hollow handstand as you 
pick up your hand to begin the backward 1/8 turn. 
TIP: Begin your turn in a hollow shape. Think of the 
turn starting from your feet. It is essential that your 
toes lead this turn  - DO NOT arch before or during 
the turn!

4. Pause in a tilted handstand momentarily while 
keeping your hollow body handstand shape over your 
post arm.

5. Finish in a straight handstand 
with your stomach facing the wall.

The backward pirouette is typically performed on the arm you Blind change on. 
If you have not worked a Blind change yet then pick the opposite arm you 
forward pirouette on.
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Backward 1/4 - 1/4 Pirouette

1. Set the raised bar in the 1/4 position. Stand 
facing the wall and kick to a handstand on the 
main bar.

2. Balance for a moment in a straight handstand 
against the wall.

3. Change your shape to a hollow handstand as you 
pick up your hand to begin the backward 1/8 turn. 
TIP: Begin your turn in a hollow shape. Think of the 
turn starting from your feet. It is essential that your 
toes lead this turn  - DO NOT arch before or during 
the turn!

4. Pause in a tilted handstand momentarily while 
keeping your hollow body handstand shape over your 
post arm. Press your ear against your post arm.

5. Step down in control.5. Stay hollow as you complete the last 1/4 turn leading 
the turn with your feet.
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The backward pirouette is typically performed on the arm you Blind change 
on. If you have not worked a Blind change yet then pick the opposite arm 
you forward pirouette on.



Backward 1/2 Pirouette (Blind)

1. Using only the main bar and a safety mat to 
land on, stand on the mat and kick to a straight 
handstand.

2. Balance for a moment in a straight handstand.

3. Change your shape to a hollow handstand as you 
pick up your hand to begin the backward 1/2 turn. 
TIP: Begin your turn in a hollow shape. Think of the 
turn starting from your feet. It is essential that your 
toes lead this turn  - DO NOT arch before or during 
the turn!

4. Stay hollow as you reach to complete the 1/2 turn 
while pushing down with your post arm and turning the 
bar with your post hand. Press your ear against your 
post arm.

5. Complete the pirouette in a handstand and either fall to your back 
or step down in control. If you fall to your back stay tight and straight. 
Every part of your body should hit the mat at the same time.
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The backward pirouette is typically performed on the arm 
you Blind change on. If you have not worked a Blind change 
yet then pick the opposite arm you forward pirouette on.



Higgins 1/8 Pirouette Using the Wall

1. Set the raised bar in the 1/8 position. 
Cartwheel to a perfectly straight handstand with 
your stomach facing the wall.

2. Initiate the Higgins by throwing your non-post 
hand (pinky finger leading) to the raised bar. 
Press your ear against your post arm and keep 
your head netural.

3. Complete the Higgins 1/8 turn with both hands in the L grip. 
Keep your body straight in the handstand - DO NOT arch or hollow.

The Higgins pirouette is performed on the same hand as your forward 
pirouette but you do not change your grip so your hand finishes in the 
“L” grip when the turn is complete.

Place your post hand in the center of the main bar. 
Moving your thumb of your post hand out of the 
way will allow you to turn your post hand further 
which can help you achieve a better grip.

Place your non-post hand on the 
raised bar in the L grip.
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Higgins 1/4 - 3/8 - 1/2 Pirouette Using the Wall

1. Set the raised bar in the 1/4, then the 3/8 and finally the 
1/2 position. Cartwheel to a perfectly straight handstand 
with your stomach facing the wall.

2. Initiate the Higgins by throwing your non-post hand 
(pinky finger leading) to the raised bar. Press your ear 
against your post arm and keep your head netural.

3. Complete the Higgins turn with both hands in the L grip. Keep 
your body straight in the handstand - DO NOT arch or hollow. 
When completing the 1/2 Higgins look at the ceiling pressing your 
chin in to your chest.

The Higgins pirouette is performed on the same hand as your forward pirouette but you 
do not change your grip so your hand finishes in the “L” grip when the turn is complete.

1/4 3/8 1/2 1/4 3/8 1/2

1/4 3/8 1/2
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